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Brexit: Will Globalists Block Britain’s Escape?
The historic “Brexit” referendum (British
exit from the European Union) on June 23
was a crucial shot across the bow of the
increasingly tyrannical and corrupt EU
superstate. In spite of the threats of
economic doom, in spite of the
scaremongering claims of “Project Fear”
that leaving the EU would have a
cataclysmic effect on British jobs, pensions,
investment, healthcare, security, etc., British
voters opted for the “Leave” (Brexit) side 52
to 48 percent. Undoubtedly, the Leave vs.
Remain margin would have been even more
dramatic if not for the assassination of Jo
Cox, a pro-Remain member of Parliament,
whose brutal murder just days before the
vote was shamelessly exploited by the
Remain side and blamed on the “tone” set by
the Brexit advocates.

The Leave side also would likely have racked up a still greater vote majority if the EU superstate elitists
in Brussels had not carefully hidden their plans for grabbing even more sovereign powers from their
member states. Some of those plans have now leaked out, only a few days after the Brexit vote.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President François Hollande, and Italian Premier Matteo
Renzi, meeting with EU President Donald Tusk in Berlin on June 27, the Monday after the Brexit vote,
issued a joint statement urging British Prime Minister David Cameron to get on with invoking Article 50
of the EU Lisbon Treaty to initiate the “divorce” proceedings. That would start a two-year process of
negotiating the terms of the new relationship between the U.K. and the EU. Britain’s Daily Mail
reported on that same day that Merkel, in a conference call with leaders of her Christian Democratic
Union party, said that “the EU needs to stop other countries following Britain out of the door amid
market fears that the bloc is ‘no longer governable’ after Brexit.” She also is reported to have said that
now is not the time for the EU to pursue “deepening” of Brussels’ control over more areas of national
sovereignty.

However, there is good reason to believe that Merkel’s conciliatory public stance and tone is merely a
ploy aimed at assuaging concerns of EU overreach. For, while Merkel, at one level, was sending a
message of moderation, her foreign minister, Frank-Walter Steinmeier, and his French socialist
counterpart, Jean-Marc Ayrault, were meeting in Berlin and drawing up a nine-page statement entitled
“A strong Europe in a world of uncertainties.” That French-German plan, which leaked to the press,
endorses deep, deep, deep “integration” of the EU member states and the usurpation by Brussels of the
very touchy issues of borders, migration, refugees, defense and security, economic policy, taxation —
and more.
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“Our two countries share a common destiny and a common set of values that provide the foundation for
an ever closer union between our peoples,” the document’s preamble asserts. “We will therefore move
further towards political union in Europe and invite the other Europeans to join us in this endeavor.”
The hated term “an ever closer union” has become absolute anathema to nationalists, who recognize it
as code for the increasing empowerment of unelected, unaccountable, corrupt, arrogant, and
incorrigible Eurocrats.

The closed-door Steinmeier-Ayrault conference merely confirmed Euroskeptic charges that EU
architects plan to transform the EU into a continental superstate, with member states merely serving as
administrative appendages. This became evident months ago, before the Steinmeier-Ayrault meeting, as
EU officials repeatedly delayed their seven-year, $1.33 trillion budget, which includes plans for a Euro
Army and the subjection of EU member states to the controversial EU Human Rights Convention and
the rulings of its court.

The same EU leaders repeatedly denied that the delays had anything to do with the Brexit vote.
Obviously, they were lying; the delays had everything to do with Brexit. The Eurocrats could not risk
showing their true colors and pushing more Brits into voting with the Leave camp. So they temporized
and lied, claiming the delays were due to technical difficulties, the migration crisis, etc. Now, less than
a week after the Brexit vote, they have “solved” the supposedly intractable difficulties and are pushing
ahead. As we write (June 28), a summit of EU leaders is being briefed by the EU’s foreign policy chief
Federica Mogherini on the “top-secret” plan for creating an EU military.

Here, it appears, is the globalists’ plan: The pesky Brits are now “out” of the EU, but not really — they
are only partially out. They are out far enough that they can’t veto the radical “ever closer union” plans,
but not out so far that they can’t be brought back in (the globalists hope) after the EU installs more
superstate architecture — and after a new ramped-up “Project Fear” propaganda campaign instills
proper “buyer’s remorse” in British voters. Thus, we have former British Prime Minister Tony Blair,
over three million British petition signers, and others calling for a redo of the Brexit vote.
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